
HOW ATTENTIVE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT LED TO A BETTER OUTCOME
 FOR A MEMBER, AND SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS FOR AN EMPLOYER GROUP.



 A NEW DRUG’S APPROVAL LED TO  
HUGE RELIEF FOR A MEMBER — AND HUGE 
SAVINGS FOR AN EMPLOYER GROUP. 

HOW ATTENTIVE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT LED TO A BETTER OUTCOME 
FOR A MEMBER, AND SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS FOR AN EMPLOYER GROUP.
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1 Prime internal data, 2017–2018.

Prime Therapeutics’ (Prime’s) account management can not  
only help improve the overall health of employees; it can also 
lead to significant savings for employer groups. This is exactly 
what happened with one employee’s family member managing  
hemophilia — a good reminder to employers that dependents  
might also need care for specialty conditions.

Time was of the essence
Due to the hemophilia (a condition where blood does not clot 
properly), the family was faced with skyrocketing health care costs. 
Doctors tried multiple treatments, but the family member wasn’t 
responding well — a situation that wasn’t just scary, it was financially 
unsustainable. In fact, for the employer group, costs reached over 
$4.6 million a year. 

Thankfully, Prime’s account management team monitors the drug 
pipeline, and a promising new medicine caught their attention:  
self-injected HEMLIBRA.® The team had to act fast. So, the Blue plan 
and Prime set up meetings with the member’s clinical specialist 
team to develop a new treatment plan. Once the drug was approved 
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Prime fast-tracked and 
made this specialty drug available for the member.

Our commitment to better outcomes is a commitment to savings
Fast-tracking approval for the member’s use of HEMLIBRA helped 
in multiple ways, including no bleeds since starting the new drug. 
Additionally, drug costs for the employer group have been reduced 
by nearly $4 million per year since the switch. This shows how Prime’s 
proactive policies aren’t just better. They’re better for everyone.  

Keeping a close eye  
on the drug pipeline 
helped save millions, 
and achieved better 
health outcomes.
 

 $4 MILLION
in reduced drug costs 
for the employer group1


